Comments received for
ISO 639-3 Change Request
2014-054

Outcome: Rejected
Effective date: January 12, 2014
Registration Authority decision on Change Request no. 2014-054: to create the code element [adc] for Andarion.

The request to create the code [adc] for Andarion is rejected. The ISO 639 family of standards is currently undergoing a revision process. Part of this process will include a review of the criteria for granting codes under the various parts. In anticipation that this language might not qualify under likely changes to tighten the criteria for constructed languages in the coming revision of standard, the RA is rejecting this request. After the criteria are clarified in the revision, it may be appropriate to resubmit. In the meantime, the part 2 code [art] is available for this language. The RA expects that application could be made to the IANA Language Subtag Registry for a subtag that could be used within the framework of BCP47 to create a language tag that would distinguish this particular language from other constructed languages.